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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Clinical outcomes in patients with acute ischemic stroke caused by large vessel occlusion depend on the speed and quality of workflows leading to mechanical thrombectomy. In the absence of universally accepted best practices for workflow, developing stroke hospitals can benefit from improved awareness of real-world workflows in effect at experienced centers. To this end, we surveyed prethrombectomy workflow practices at stroke centers throughout the United States.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: E-mail and phone interviews were conducted with neurointerventional team members at 30 experienced, endovascular-capable stroke centers. Questions were chosen to reflect workflow components of triage, team activation, transport, case setup, and anesthesia.

RESULTS: There is wide variation in prethrombectomy workflows. At 53% of institutions, nonphysician staff respond to stroke alerts alongside physicians. Imaging triage involves noninvasive angiography or perfusion imaging at 97% and 63% of institutions, respectively. Neurointerventional consultation is initiated before the completion of neuroimaging at 86% of institutions, and the team is activated before a final treatment decision at 59%. The neurointerventional team most commonly arrives within 30 minutes. Patients may be transported to the neuroangiography suite before team arrival at 43% of institutions. Procedural trays are set up in advance of team arrival at 13% of centers; additional thrombectomy devices are centrally stored at 54%. A power injector for angiographic runs is consistently used at 43% of institutions. Anesthesiology routinely supports thrombectomies at 67% of institutions.

CONCLUSIONS: Prethrombectomy workflows vary widely between experienced centers. Improved awareness of real-world workflows and their variations may help to guide institutions in designing their own protocols of care.

ABBREVIATIONS: LVO = large vessel occlusion; NI = neurointerventional

Recent clinical trials have conclusively demonstrated the outcome benefit of mechanical thrombectomy in selected patients with acute ischemic stroke caused by large vessel occlusion (LVO).1-5 For these patients, the likelihood of a good neurologic outcome depends on the time elapsed between symptom onset and revascularization.6-11 Indeed, the negative results of 3 earlier clinical trials12-14 may be attributed in part to prolonged treatment delays.8,15-17 These developments have sparked considerable interest in designing efficient workflows for diagnosis and treatment that can reduce the time between patient presentation and thrombectomy.7,18-20 Although many of these efforts have been successful, there is currently no broadly accepted consensus for optimal prethrombectomy workflow. In the absence of such consensus, individual centers have implemented a heterogeneous assortment of workflows that may be influenced by individual physician preference, institution-specific factors, or incomplete awareness of effective solutions at competing institutions.

Given the overall importance of prethrombectomy workflow on time to treatment, improved guidance is needed for hospitals looking to redesign their own systems to care for patients with LVO. Understanding the range of current practice patterns is an important first step toward that goal. In this work, we aimed to attain a broader perspective on prethrombectomy workflow prac-
ctics by conducting a nationwide survey of practices in effect at experienced stroke centers, identify highly consistent workflow steps that may indicate general agreement on best practices in real-world conditions, and recognize areas of greater workflow variability that may suggest that such a consensus has yet to emerge.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Institutional review board approval was obtained for this survey. Target institutions were identified based on American Heart Association certification as an Advanced Comprehensive Stroke Center or endovascular-capable Advanced Primary Stroke Center, or the presence of a fellowship-level neurointerventional (NI) training program. Contact information was obtained from institutional Web sites and/or hospital operators at each of these centers, and an attempt was made to contact NI team members (physicians, technologists, and nurses who are directly involved in thrombectomy procedures) via telephone during normal business hours between August 2015 and November 2015. If this initial attempt was unsuccessful, a second attempt was made between 1 and 3 weeks later.

At centers where contact was successfully established, interviews were conducted by experienced NI technologists with NI team members via telephone or e-mail, depending on the preference of the person being surveyed. Each of these centers reported performing at least 50 thrombectomy cases in the previous 12 months. Survey questions were chosen based on perceived areas of opportunity to reduce time to treatment or workflow complexity at our institution, as suggested by a multidisciplinary group of physicians, technologists, and nurses while streamlining our own protocol for the management of patients with LVO. Questions were categorized into primary workflow components of triage, team activation, transport, case setup, and anesthesia. Respondents were asked to consider a typical patient when providing answers. Responses were stored in an electronic data base. No compensation was offered to study participants. Data are reported as simple proportions.

RESULTS
Responses
The complete list of questions and answers is reported in the Online Table. An attempt was made to contact NI team members at 50 different institutions. Of these, 60% (30/50) responded in whole or in part to the survey (Figure). These institutions included 22 Advanced Comprehensive Stroke Centers, 6 Advanced Primary Stroke Centers, and 2 Massachusetts Designated Primary Stroke Services Hospitals. Of these 30 institutions, 60% (18/30) included a postresidency NI fellowship training program.

Triage
Fifty-three percent (16/30) of institutions reported creating an acute response team of nonphysicians to facilitate triage in the emergency department. CT was the preferred imaging technique and was used as the sole modality at 90% (27/30) of institutions. Noninvasive angiographic imaging was incorporated into routine patient selection at 97% (29/30) of centers, whereas noninvasive perfusion imaging was routinely used at 63% (19/30) of facilities.

Team Activation
At 93% (28/30) of institutions, initial contact with the NI service was directed only to an NI physician—typically the NI fellow at centers with fellowship training programs—rather than the full NI team. Initial contact was made before image acquisition at 86% (25/29) of centers, but activation of the full NI team before reach-
ing a final decision to treat occurred at only 59% (17/29) of institutions.

Activation of the full NI team occurred by direct contact from the NI physician at 63% of institutions (19/30) and through a hospital operator at 23% (7/30). In total, 97% (29/30) of institutions had a defined response time requirement for the NI nurses and technologists, most commonly 30 minutes.

**Transport**

The emergency department team (including any responding neurologists in the emergency department) took part in transport of the patient to the neuroangiography suite at 87% (26/30) of centers, whereas the NI team was routinely involved in transport at 20% (6/30) of institutions. Patients were permitted to be transported to the neuroangiography suite before NI team arrival at 43% (12/28) of centers.

**Case Setup**

The procedural tray was opened by the NI team upon arrival at 90% (27/30) of institutions. The procedural tray comprised a basic diagnostic angiography tray at 90% (27/30) of centers, with additional supplies needed for mechanical thrombectomy added as necessary. Additional thrombectomy supplies were stored in a centralized location in the neuroangiography suite at 54% (15/28) of institutions. A power injector was routinely or variably used at 47% (14/30) of centers, but was not kept preloaded with contrast at any institution (0/30).

**Anesthesia**

Members of the anesthesiology service routinely assisted mechanical thrombectomy at 67% (20/30) of institutions and variably at 7% (2/30). Regardless of anesthesiology service involvement, the preferred type of anesthesia was conscious sedation at 43% (12/28) of centers and general anesthesia at 21% (6/28).

**DISCUSSION**

With the goal of maximizing the clinical outcome benefit of mechanical thrombectomy, several groups have described efficient workflows or suggested improvements to facilitate timely thrombectomy in patients with LVO. Overall, only a small minority of institutions made routine use of MR imaging for patient selection, presumably reflecting resource constraints and the greater time typically required for MR imaging.

One common workflow solution was to have an acute response team of nonphysicians able to respond immediately to cases of suspected LVO alongside neurology and emergency department physicians. These teams are fluent in prethrombectomy workflows and can facilitate timely management in the acute care setting. Several respondents expressed frustration at a perceived lack of awareness among nonspecialists of the need for rapid evaluation in patients with LVO and noted that acute response teams can bridge this awareness gap until emergency department teams gain familiarity with modern reperfusion strategies in LVO.

At most institutions, initial contact occurs with a single NI physician who is responsible in turn for notifying the remainder of the NI team. Some hospitals facilitate this notification process by designating specific personnel to identify and contact the full NI team, freeing the physician to focus on medical decision-making. A large majority of facilities initiate NI consultation on clinical grounds even before the acquisition of neuroimaging necessary for patient selection. This approach may confer some time benefit, but comes at the cost of more frequent consultation for patients who later prove to have imaging contraindications to thrombectomy (eg, intracranial hemorrhage, absence of LVO, or a large burden of completed infarction). However, we note that though initial NI consultation precedes neuroimaging at most institutions, it is far less common to activate the full NI team before completing the clinical and imaging evaluation necessary to fully assess the appropriateness of thrombectomy. Once the NI team is activated, most hospitals set a mandatory response time for NI team members.

Transport of patients to the neuroangiography suite is most commonly handled by members of the emergency department team. Furthermore, at many facilities, patients can be transported to the neuroangiography suite by the emergency department team before the arrival of the NI team. Even if the NI team is in house, active ownership of the patient transport process by the emergency department team may allow the NI team to work in parallel to set up the neuroangiography suite. Thus, regardless of NI team location, an emergency department–led transport process may help to minimize the actual time penalty associated with team travel and room setup.

Most commonly, a procedural tray is set up by the NI team upon arrival, as opposed to a “dry tray” set up in advance by the NI team or a conventional tray set up by an in-house designee while the NI team travels to the hospital. Each of these approaches has its virtues; setting up the tray in advance of team arrival likely confers a small time benefit, but sacrifices a clear chain of custody for sterile supplies. Regardless of the approach, most NI teams save time by initially opening a basic diagnostic angiography tray, thereby allowing the NI physician to establish arterial access and perform initial angiographic runs while other NI team members...
work in parallel to retrieve additional thrombectomy supplies. Curiously, many centers have not centralized the location of these supplies within the neuroangiography suite—for example, on a supply cart or cabinet dedicated to stroke interventions—which is a simple and straightforward means to facilitate the retrieval of thrombectomy devices and reduce the cognitive burden on NI team members.

The preferred type of anesthesia during thrombectomy procedures is most commonly conscious sedation, possibly reflecting a desire to avoid the time delay of intubation or concern about early data suggesting worsened postthrombectomy outcomes with general anesthesia.26–28 Regardless of the type of anesthesia used, members of the anesthesiology service routinely assist thrombectomy at two-thirds of the surveyed institutions. Although our and other investigators’ experience is that door-to-puncture times are shortest when the number of teams engaged in the prethrombectomy workflow is minimized,16,22 these data suggest that many NI physicians value having more experienced personnel provide sedation during critical and time-sensitive procedures.

The benefits of reduced workflow complexity can be difficult to evaluate across multiple institutions. However, it is important to note that not all workflow variations will meaningfully impact time to treatment. Second, although the sample size of 30 institutions is sufficient to extract qualitative insights into practice patterns and the general scale of workflow variation, it is not sufficiently large to permit accurate quantitative assessment. Third, all surveyed institutions are experienced stroke centers, which likely skews demographics toward large, academic institutions that may have different infrastructure and resources than smaller, nonacademic centers.

Our results suggest an opportunity for future work to detail the impact of specific workflow variations on clinical outcomes across multiple institutions. However, it is important to note that not all workflow variations will meaningfully impact time to treatment, though all are likely to impact workflow complexity. The benefits of reduced workflow complexity can be difficult to capture in patient-centered clinical outcome data, but may include increased speed, greater capacity to multitask, fewer errors, and decreased cognitive stress, all of which are likely to be important during critical and time-sensitive procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

Even at experienced stroke centers, there is considerable heterogeneity in real-world workflow processes leading to mechanical thrombectomy. These differences may reflect institution-specific factors or incomplete awareness of workflow variations in effect at other facilities. Knowledge of the range of prethrombectomy workflows seen in actual clinical practice can guide institutions looking to redesign their own systems of care in a manner best suited to their needs.
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